
Questions & Answers 

Solicitation No.21401-16-2190062, Scalable Aerial Photographs 

 

Q1 Note the Annex ”A”-  Statement of Work in the Request for Proposal states that, “ sites 

identified above refers to the extent of the properties and are shown on the plans on the disc 

enclosed as part of this request.” 

A1 Information on disc has now been posted for access by all potential bidders. 

 

Q2 What form of proof should the bidder provide to comply with Section 1.1 Mandatory 

Technical Criteria, subsection 1.1.2.3 “The bidder must provide proof of experience completing 

digital conversations of aerial photographs, analyzing comparisons and revising database 

information using Microsoft and Auto CAD.” 

A2   A Resume with past experience on similar projects with client contact info is sufficient. 

 

Q3 Note the Annex “A” – Statement of Work, Page 20 of 24, - “Final Deliverables of the 

mapping portion of this project”.  As part of the CSC CAD file update, are underground services 

(new water lines, sewers, sanitary, storm) inside and outside of the institutions to be updated 

also? 

A3 Only surface features/utilities need to be identified and added / locations corrected (what 

can be seen on the aerial).  Nothing is required for below ground services. 

 

Q4 Under Annex A, Item # 1, Final Deliverables of the Mapping, it states a requirement for 

Updated CSC CAD Files in AutoCAD Format.  Can you please elaborate on this?  Are you 

looking for a full review and update of all features shown in the existing services plans that were 

provided? (i.e. communication, electrical, building, grading, water etc…).  If Map updates are 

required can you provide a sample CAD version of the one of the site services plans and 

confirm whether the updates can be done from aerial photography or are site visits/field work 

required? 

A4  The AutoCAD Site Services plans provided show both above ground and underground 

services. The work is to confirm based on the aerial photography the surface features, 

elements, etc. No field work to confirm the underground variations is required. 

 



Q5 Under Annex A, Item # 1, Final Deliverables of the Mapping, it states that Copies of all 

drawings etc., obtained from other agencies in the execution of this project.  What types 

of drawings would Public Works typically expect to receive?  

 

A5 This is a Correctional Service Canada Project, not PWGSC. If your company needed to 

acquire a drawing of control points from other sources, a copy of that drawing would be 

required. 

Q6 Under Annex A, Item #8, it states The database updates be required.  Can you please 

explain what this means?  

A6 Take the site services plan, update any surface features that do not correspond with the 

digital rendition of the Aerial photograph, and indicate by cloud or other method what has been 

changed and note same on the Def layer. 

Q7 Is there an expected budget for this project?  

A7 Yes but it is an open tender so no budget number will be provided. This can skew a bid 

to which the number is based on the best work possible and not based on what could be an 

erroneous budget number.  

 

NOTE TO BIDDERS: 

The photo for the buildings are to be done for Bath Institution and Millhaven Institutions 

separately but for Collins Bay Complex and Joyceville complex, photos of the buildings do not 

have to be separate for the medium and minimum areas (formerly Frontenac and Pittsburgh 

Institutions). 

 

 

 

  


